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Paint by Numbers Canvas: Portrait of a Lion
Avoid the ever-daunting blank canvas and create beautiful artwork with the
stunning Paint by Numbers series. For those who have never picked up a
paintbrush before to seasoned pros, it’s easy to create a masterpiece worthy of a
place on the wall – just follow the simple steps and be transported to a quiet
space of calm where the world melts away.
With everything included to get started creating this lion portrait painting today,
this is the perfect creative outlet for anyone looking to start a new hobby or
trying to find an active way to add relaxation and mindfulness their day.
•Stretch canvas over high-quality wooden frame
•3ml (1 fl oz) paint pots
•Reference sheet
•3 paintbrushes
•Wall-hanging kit
•Handy hint flyer
•Format: Kit
•Product Size: 410 x 510 x 22mm

Paint by Numbers Canvas: Rainbow Zebras
Avoid the ever-daunting blank canvas and create beautiful artwork with
the stunning Paint by Numbers series. For those who have never picked
up a paintbrush before to seasoned pros, it’s easy to create a masterpiece
worthy of a place on the wall – just follow the simple steps and be
transported to a quiet space of calm where the world melts away.
With everything included to get started creating this eye-catching
rainbow zebra painting today, this is the perfect creative outlet for
anyone looking to start a new hobby or trying to find an active way to
add relaxation and mindfulness their day.
•Stretch canvas over high-quality wooden frame
•3ml (1 fl oz) paint pots
•Reference sheet
•3 paintbrushes
•Wall-hanging kit
•Handy hint flyer
•Format: Kit
•Product Size: 310 x 310 x22mm

Paint by Numbers Canvas: Sunflower Fields
Avoid the ever-daunting blank canvas and create beautiful artwork with
the stunning Paint by Numbers series. For those who have never picked up
a paintbrush before to seasoned pros, it’s easy to create a masterpiece
worthy of a place on the wall – just follow the simple steps and be
transported to a quiet space of calm where the world melts away.
With everything included to get started creating this beautiful sunflower
fields painting today, this is the perfect creative outlet for anyone looking
to start a new hobby or trying to find an active way to add relaxation and
mindfulness their day.
•Stretch canvas over high-quality wooden frame
•3ml (1 fl oz) paint pots
•Reference sheet
•3 paintbrushes
•Wall-hanging kit
•Handy hint flyer
•Format: Kit
•Product Size: 310 x 310 x22mm

Paint by Numbers Canvas: Waterlilies
Avoid the ever-daunting blank canvas and create beautiful artwork with the
stunning Paint by Numbers series. For those who have never picked up a
paintbrush before to seasoned pros, it’s easy to create a masterpiece worthy of a
place on the wall – just follow the simple steps and be transported to a quiet
space of calm where the world melts away.
With everything included to get started creating this lovely waterlilies painting
today, this is the perfect creative outlet for anyone looking to start a new hobby
or trying to find an active way to add relaxation and mindfulness their day.
•Stretch canvas over high-quality wooden frame
•3ml (1 fl oz) paint pots
•Reference sheet
•3 paintbrushes
•Wall-hanging kit
•Handy hint flyer
•Format: Kit
•Product Size: 310 x 310 x22mm
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My Baby Record Book
A baby's first year is an exciting and precious time for the entire family. With My
Baby Record Book, parents can create a lasting keepsake of each treasured
moment. This beautiful book helps them chronicle memories of special occasions
with loved ones, record important changes and build an enduring journal with
baby's milestones and firsts.
This beautifully designed deluxe hardback features a luxurious padded cover and
ribbon bookmark. With space for photographs, My Baby Record Book is a unique
memento that families will cherish.

Key Features:
• 48 pages of guided prompts help parents document the most important times.
• Modern, contemporary update of one of Hinkler's perennial bestselling titles.
•Capture all the vital memories of a baby’s first year, with space to stick photographs as
parents document every special moment and milestone.
• Charming design of today will make a beautiful future family heirloom.

Specifications:
ISBN
Series
Territory
Size (h x w x d)
Page Extent
Carton Qty
Category
RRP

9781488916182

World
240mm x 240mm x 11.5mm
48 pages
12
Adults' Ref/Illust
Suggested Sell
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Calligraphy Practice Kit (Small Format)
There are few things more admirable than beautiful handwriting, where every
letter is written with flair and a flourish. Join expert calligrapher Peter Taylor as
he takes readers on a comprehensive instructional journey into the artistic design
and use of hand-created letters.
The Calligraphy Practice Kit is designed with the philosophy that ‘practice makes
perfect’. In the 14-page book, Peter shares his top tips on how to develop the
best techniques to write Foundational and Gothic calligraphy, two of the most
universally revered styles. Also included are a calligraphy pen and various nib
sizes and ink colours, so anyone can begin to develop their skills as a calligrapher.
• a calligraphy pen
• 2 nibs
• 3 ink cartridges
• 16-page book

Modern Calligraphy Kit
A fun and easy way to learn the beautiful craft of calligraphy, Modern
Calligraphy has everything needed for enthusiasts to begin, or continue,
their journey learning this hand-drawn art form.
This kit includes a calligraphy pen, two nibs, ten ink cartridges, two brushmarker pens, and a 48-page book. Be inspired to create artistic works of
calligraphy art as you're guided through various classic and contemporary
lettering styles. Learn how to add flourishes to your work and the handy
practice pages will help you finesse your technique.
• 48-page book
• 1 calligraphy pen
• 2 pen nibs (1.1mm and 1.9mm)
• 10 ink cartridges (2 black, 1 red, 1 pink, 1 yellow, 1 green, 1 dark green, 1
blue, 1 dark blue and 1 purple)
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I Love Space Adventures: Colouring & Activity Book
5, 4, 3, 2, 1 ... blast off! Kids can enjoy hours of intergalactic sticker fun and games
including colouring pages, spot the difference, search-and-find, and more! The
big pages and large stickers are ideal for little hands and kids will love using the
stackable crayons to colour in their own stickers. Perfect for on-the-go space
adventure activity fun!
• 48 colouring & activity pages
• 8 stackable markers
• Over 20 customisable stickers
Format: Paperback
Age: 4-7

I Love Magical Creatures: Colouring & Activity Book
Kids can let their imaginations run wild with hours of sticker fun and games
including colouring pages, spot the difference, search-and-find, and more! The
big pages and large stickers are ideal for little hands and kids will love using the
stackable crayons to colour in their own stickers. Perfect for on-the-go magical
activity fun!
• 48 colouring & activity pages
• 8 stackable markers
• Over 20 customisable stickers
Format: Paperback
Age: 4-7
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Create your own Tie Dye Kit
In this Tie Dye Box Set, learn how to make eight unique and truly
stylish tie-dye projects ranging from a super cool hoodie to a stylish
tote. Tie dye has recently made a comeback and is experiencing
renewed popularity in the fashion world, so jump on board because
old is new again! A bandana is included so you can create your very
own accessory as soon as you open this kit!
With step-by-step photography for each tie-dye project, as well as
tips, tricks and hints about how to create your own unique look, the
Tie Dye Box Set is the perfect reason to step into the world of DIY
fashion and craft.
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 x fabric tie dye paints
white bandana
2 x rubber gloves
Rubber bands
Cable ties
24-page instructional book
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Kaleidoscope Colouring Erasables: Ocean Wonders
Get ready to create intricately patterned coral, amazing underwater worlds and
bright, colourful sea life with Kaleidoscope Colouring Erasables: Ocean Wonders!
Budding artists can colour and create their own uniquely patterned artwork with
the nifty erasable feature of the 5 double-ended markers included in this cool kit.
With 24 pages of incredible artwork to colour, plus a sheet of cute customisable
stickers, this is the perfect kit for creative kids.

Key Features:
•This kit includes: a 48-page pad with 24 colouring pages, 5 double-ended erasable markers
and a sheet of customisable stickers.
• Kaleidoscope Colouring kits continue to be successful at retail, selling high volume.
• Includes tear-out colouring pages for displaying finished works.

Specifications:

RRP

ISBN
Series
Territory
Size (h x w x d)
Page Extent
Carton Qty
Category
19.99

9781488921728
Kaleidoscope
World
290mm x 230mm x 28mm
48 pages
16
Stationery Plus
Suggested Sell

14.99
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Dalmatia, Croatia 1000 Piece Jigsaw
Mindbogglers 1000-piece jigsaw puzzles feature spectacular
images carefully selected for their detail, composition, quality
and beauty.
This puzzle, depicting a striking sunset scene of Dalmatia in
Croatia, is great fun to put together, either on your own, with
your family or in a group of friends. We've provided a second
image of the puzzle on the back of this box, so everyone has a
puzzle image reference close to hand.

•
•

Format: Hardback
Product Size: 350 x 225mm

Mindbogglers: Dean Village, Edinburgh, Scotland
Mindbogglers 1000-piece jigsaw puzzles feature spectacular
images carefully selected for their detail, composition, quality and
beauty. This Dean Village, Edinbrugh, Scotland puzzle is great fun
to put together, either on your own, with your family or in a group
of friends. We've provided a second image of the puzzle on the
back of the box, so everyone has a puzzle image reference close to
hand.
•
•

Format: Hardback
Product Size: 350 x 225mm

Mindbogglers Series 13: Cameo Island, Greece
Introducing Hinkler's new and improved Mindbogglers design!
With a sleek, modern look and additional reference images, this new
series of Mindbogglers will be stronger than ever!
Mindbogglers 1000-piece jigsaw puzzles feature spectacular images from
picturesque parts of the world, with photographs carefully selected for
their detail, composition, quality and beauty. Showcasing a visually
appealing scene, this jigsaw puzzle is great fun to put together, either as a
rewarding solo pursuit or a challenge to complete with family or friends.

•
•

Format: Hardback
Product Size: 350 x 225mm

Mindbogglers: Gent, Belgium 1000 Piece Jigsaw
Mindbogglers 1000-piece jigsaw puzzles feature spectacular images
carefully selected for their detail, composition, quality and beauty.
This puzzle, depicting a stunning scene from Gent in Belgium, is great fun
to put together, either on your own, with your family or in a group of
friends. We've provided a second image of the puzzle on the back of this
box, so everyone has a puzzle image reference close to hand.
•
•

Format: Hardback
Product Size: 350 x 225mm

Mindbogglers Series 13: Carpathian Mountains, Europe
Introducing Hinkler's new and improved Mindbogglers design!
With a sleek, modern look and additional reference images, this new
series of Mindbogglers will be stronger than ever!
Mindbogglers 1000-piece jigsaw puzzles feature spectacular images from
picturesque parts of the world, with photographs carefully selected for
their detail, composition, quality and beauty. Showcasing a visually
appealing scene, this jigsaw puzzle is great fun to put together, either as a
rewarding solo pursuit or a challenge to complete with family or friends.

•
•

Format: Hardback
Product Size: 350 x 225mm

Mindbogglers: Godafoss Waterfall, Iceland 1000 Piece
Mindbogglers 1000-piece jigsaw puzzles feature spectacular images
carefully selected for their detail, composition, quality and beauty. This
Godafoss Waterfall, Iceland puzzle is great fun to put together, either
on your own, with your family or in a group of friends. We've provided
a second image of the puzzle on the back of the box, so everyone has a
puzzle image reference close to hand.

•
•

Format: Hardback
Product Size: 350 x 225mm
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Musical Floor Puzzle: Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star

Learning is fun with a Musical Floor Puzzle! This 28-piece jigsaw makes a
large puzzle featuring a bright, engaging scene of Little Star twinkling in the
sky.
Once the puzzle has been put together, press the sound button on the final
jigsaw piece to hear the familiar song. Enjoy even more learning fun with
the 16-page sing-along book including bonus activities!
Product Size: 235 x 273 x 70mm | 580g

Musical Floor Puzzle: Incy Wincy Spider
Learning is fun with a Musical Floor Puzzle! This 28-piece jigsaw makes a
large puzzle featuring a bright, engaging scene of Incy Wincy spider and
friends.
Once the puzzle has been put together, press the sound button on the final
jigsaw piece to hear the familiar song. Enjoy even more learning fun with
the 16-page sing-along book including bonus activities!
Product Size: 235 x 273 x 70mm | 580g

Building Blocks Puzzle Train: ABC
Learning the alphabet is fun with Building Blocks: Puzzle Train First
Alphabet. This 28-piece jigsaw makes a large 145-cm long (57-in long) train
puzzle featuring upper-case and lower-case letters and bright, engaging
pictures. This modern and immersive puzzle is supported by a 16-page
alphabet book!
Hinkler’s Building Blocks series is the ideal start to any child’s early learning
journey, with bright engaging images. The easy-to-handle rounded jigsaw
pieces assist with reading and fine motor skills and help make learning fun.

• 28-piece puzzle train
• 16-page Alphabet book

Pub date: March 2021
Series: Junior Jigsaws
Territory: World
Size: (h x w x d) 220mm x 280mm x 40mm
Page Extent: 24 pages
Carton Qty: 6

Category: Jigsaw Children’s
ISBN: 9354537002428

Pub date: March 2021
Series: Junior Jigsaws
Territory: World
Size: (h x w x d) 220mm x 280mm x 40mm
Page Extent: 24 pages
Carton Qty: 6

Category: Jigsaw Children’s
ISBN: 9354537002435

Play A-Long Jigsaw Puzzle: On the Go
Get ready for super-long jigsaw fun with Hinkler's Play A-Long Puzzles! On the Go
Play-a-Long Puzzle includes cute animal characters driving all sorts of fun vehicles
in a madcap scene. This huge 45-piece puzzle is one metre (three feet) long. It
features five mini-puzzles that increase in piece count from one to five and fit into
the main jigsaw scene.
The bright, busy scenes in Hinkler’s Junior Jigsaws are designed to captivate and
entertain children. Kids aged two to four will love putting these together and
spotting funny little details along the way! The 45 Play A-long puzzle pieces are
perfect for little hands. Don’t forget to look for the mouse hiding in every puzzle!
Key Features:
• Hinkler’s Junior Jigsaw range features colourful and fun jigsaws perfect for little ones! This
long puzzle series features bright, engaging illustrations in a lively scene.
• Jigsaws are proven to help children develop hand-eye coordination and problem-solving
skills.
• With diverse themes and a constant cheeky mouse hiding in all the Junior Jigsaw puzzles,
collect all the series for kids to have fun finding him again and again!

Specifications:
ISBN
Series
Territory
Size (h x w x d)
Page Extent
Carton Qty
Category
RRP

9354537001100
Junior Explorers
World
375mm x 155mm x 45mm
45 pages
6
Jigsaw Children's

Play A-Long Jigsaw Puzzle: At the Market
Get ready for super-long jigsaw fun with Hinkler's Play A-Long Puzzles! At the
Market Play-a-Long Puzzle features fun animal characters shopping in a busy
outdoor market scene. This huge 45-piece puzzle is one metre (three feet) long. It
features five mini-puzzles that increase in piece count from one to five and fit into
the main jigsaw scene.
The bright, busy scenes in Hinkler’s Junior Jigsaws are designed to captivate and
entertain children. Kids aged two to four will love putting these together and
spotting funny little details along the way! The 45 Play A-long puzzle pieces are
perfect for little hands. Don’t forget to look for the mouse hiding in every puzzle!
Key Features:
• Hinkler’s Junior Jigsaw range features colourful and fun jigsaws perfect for little ones! This
long puzzle series features bright, engaging illustrations in a lively scene.
• Jigsaws are proven to help children develop hand-eye coordination and problem-solving
skills.
• With diverse themes and a constant cheeky mouse hiding in all the Junior Jigsaw puzzles,
collect all the series for kids to have fun finding him again and again!

Specifications:
ISBN
Series
Territory
Size (h x w x d)

9354537001094
Junior Jigsaws
World
0mm x 0mm x 0mm

Page Extent
Carton Qty
Category
RRP

45 pages
6
Jigsaw Children's
Suggested Sell

